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Preface
The Editorial Committee 2015 of The American Investigative Society of Cold Cases
(AISOCC) aims to actively seek empirical, cold-case related studies and articles for review and
publication and re-publication with permission in AISOCC's Journal towards building a
repository of cold case related studies and article. Secondly, the Editorial Committee 2015 of
The American Investigative Society of Cold Cases (AISOCC) aims to develop an online system
for AISOCC's Journal to be published and distributed to AISOCC Members and Journal
subscribers. Third, the Editorial Committee 2015 aims to offer AISOCC members a vehicle to
submit and publish scholarly, empirical studies and articles in AISOC's Journal. Additionally, the
Editorial Committee 2015 aims to create a scholarly, empirical, peer-reviewed professional
journal that encompasses the vastness that is the cold case epidemic and its related investigatory
concepts, etc.
In relation to the aforementioned stated outcomes, the Editorial Committee 2015 of The
American Investigative Society of Cold Cases (AISOCC) will design and maintain a schedule
for each publication of the Journal of Cold Case Review. Secondly, the Editorial Committee
2015 of The American Investigative Society of Cold Cases (AISOCC) will actively recruit
authors to provide high quality cold-case related studies and articles by using AISOCC and
members’ professional networks. Third, the Editorial Committee 2015 of The American
Investigative Society of Cold Cases (AISOCC) will follow up and ensure that submissions are
received according to schedule. Further, the Editorial Committee 2015 of The American
Investigative Society of Cold Cases (AISOCC) will ensure that the submissions are peer
reviewed by suitable candidates. Additionally, the Editorial Committee 2015 of The American
Investigative Society of Cold Cases (AISOCC) will work towards guiding web designers to
implement an online publication and repository system. Check that it is up-to-date with each
publication. And finally, the Editorial Committee 2015 of The American Investigative Society of
Cold Cases (AISOCC) will advertise and promote publication and platform to members and
networks along with managing the on-time publication of each journal that encompasses
AISOCC’s objectives and standards.
Laura G. Pettler, PhD
Editor
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SPOT THE DIFFERENCE:
COMPARING CURRENT AND
HISTORIC HOMICIDE
INVESTIGATIONS IN THE UK
By Howard Atkin and Jason Roach
This work forms part of a research PhD
currently being conducted by Howard Atkin
at the University of Huddersfield, supported
by the UK Home Office, and by the
Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO)
Homicide Working Group on behalf of all
UK Forces, where it forms part of the work
of the UK’s national Homicide Research
Group and Homicide Practitioner Research
Network. The research is also supported by
the UK College of Policing where it features
in their national ‘Policing and Crime
Reduction Research Map’.
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much to the improvement for both types of
homicide investigation.
Introduction
‘No greater honour will ever be bestowed on
an officer or a more profound duty imposed
on him than when he is entrusted with the
investigation of the death of a human being.’
Baca (2001: p.1)

Dr Jason Roach is a Chartered Psychologist,
Reader in Crime and Policing, and the
Director of the Crime and Policing Group,
at the University of Huddersfield, UK.

When viewed as a business process,
homicide is arguably the most impactive
investigative process of all. Investigative
complexity, relatively high resourcing, and a
convergent combination of disciplines, when
mixed with organisational requirements
(including efficiency, risk management, and
reputation), contrive to demand the highest
levels of individual and organisational skill
from those charged with doing the
investigating. As Innes (2003) notes,
‘investigators; relatives; witnesses; society
in general – all invest the highest levels of
expectation, trust and confidence in the
investigation of Homicide’. It follows that
the success or failure of homicide
investigations, both individually and as a
group, can have significant impact on all
concerned.

Abstract
Homicide investigations attract the highest
levels of expectation as investigative failure
has a significant and lasting impact upon
victim families, investigators and wider
society. By focusing upon ‘current’
homicides, present UK investigative and
forensic resourcing and methodology is
arguably in danger of failing to recognize
both the risks and potential presented by
unresolved (cold case) ‘historic’ homicides.
This paper argues that significant
differences exist between these two types of
homicide investigation, and that the
embracing of these differences, promises

Over the past two decades, cumulative
learning from studies of investigative
success and failure has become incorporated
into established structure and standards for
the investigation of homicide in the UK.
Within law enforcement, interconnected
guidance on roles, responsibilities, good
practice and process has been established
alongside a managed structure for
implementation and delivery through the
introduction of national accreditation
processes seeking to deliver and maintain
skill through a combination of training and
experience. A further quality-assurance
‘backstop’ to this business model has been

Howard Atkin is an experienced former UK
detective specializing in ‘cold case’ review
and investigation, and currently serves as a
Council Member of the Chartered Society of
Forensic Scientists.
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the development and formalisation of
standardised ‘peer review’ processes to
quality check and assure enquiries meet
standards and objectives, and maximise
opportunities to achieve ‘success’ against set
business goals.
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The purpose of this paper is simply to raise
the question of whether current ‘live’ and
historical ‘cold case’ investigations are
sufficiently different in both process,
thinking, and practice to warrant employing
different investigative approaches to each
and if so to how and to what degree? Or to
put it another way is the current ‘one-size
fits all’ approach fit for both live and cold
homicide investigations?

always receive comparatively greater
attention and support from the general
public, which itself can provide positive
investigative support (e.g. through media
attention, community awareness, and
ultimately witnesses and evidence). Such
apparent investigative advantage might also
make homicide investigation relatively
‘easier’ to conduct successfully than other
types of crime in so far as the boundaries of
the enquiry, including the mental boundaries
of decision making for the SIO, are
generally more clearly known and identified,
both in reality, and in UK practice guides.
With advantage though comes expectation,
as homicide investigations attract a
significantly higher level of expectation of
success from all.
With for example,
victim’s families, senior police managers,
politicians, policy makers, the criminal
justice system and general public alike, all
keen to see investigators achieve a
successful outcome, with public safety, fear
of crime, and confidence in the police
inextricably linked with the successful
resolve (real or perceived) of homicides
(Innes, 3003).
Indeed, even amongst
homicide investigators the common ‘default’
position is an expectation that their enquiries
will be ‘successful’ (in detection terms at
least).

Investigating Homicide
Relative to other crime types, UK homicide
investigations routinely enjoy significantly
higher rates of detection. This could be
taken to infer that homicide investigators are
more effective at what they do in
comparison to those investigating other
types of crime, such as burglary. Whether
or not this is correct, what is unequivocally
accepted is that homicide investigations are
relatively better resourced, can often be
‘easier’ to understand in terms of key
features,
(e.g.
victim;
offender;
motive/causation; scene; witnesses), and

The great weight of expectation thus hangs
like the sword of Damoclese above the
heads of most homicide investigators, and
many acknowledge the pressure to ‘succeed’
on homicide investigators, moreover to ‘get
it right’ on initial investigation, can be
immense, both during the investigation, and
in the case of ‘unsuccessful’ investigations,
forever afterwards. The predicament of the
investigator was eloquently summed up by
Sara Payne (2006) the mother of the
schoolgirl Sarah Payne who was brutally
murdered by convicted pedophile, Roy
Whiting, in 2000. “If you put a step wrong

While, however, a range of previous studies
have demonstrated that these processes work
reasonably well to ensure that current (or
live) homicide enquiries are appropriately
resourced, conducted and quality-assured
against set standards, there has been
research exploring whether these are applied
to the same extent to the investigation of
historic or ‘cold case’ homicides. If not, then
the logical assumption is that all forms of
homicide investigation are considered to be
fundamentally the same, with the only
difference being one of time frame.
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in one of these big cases, you will be guilty
for hell freezing over”
Tales of the Undetected
A national survey of UK police forces in
2009, identified the following
•
That there were 1143 undetected
homicides in the UK
•
That 42 police forces had reported
having undetected homicides more than one
year old
There was significant variability between
forces in the age and extent of case
recording –(e.g. the oldest reported case was
in 1866).
•
In 2009, out of 651 reported
homicides, the detection rate was 92%
equating to 52 undetected homicides
reported in 2009.
National records for recorded crime show
that this ‘snapshot’ is broadly representative
of UK homicide over the past 20 years and
that broadly speaking, although detection
rates for homicides are consistently high
(despite the fact that overall UK recorded
homicide numbers have been on the decline
in recent years), the total number of
undetected
homicides
remains
both
significant and rising, and this irrespective
of positive advances in investigative
methodology, law, and forensic science. All
things being equal, it is likely then that the
overall number of undetected historic
homicides will continue to grow.
Several other factors may conspire to further
complicate the issue, such as organizational
changes currently taking place across UK
policing which seek to reduce and/or
redirect specialist resources (including cold
case review teams) toward a wider range of
other competing policing priorities (e.g.
child sexual exploitation and cyber
facilitated crime). The knock-on effect of
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these has given rise to an unfortunate
operational reality that pursuing historic
‘unresolved’ cases is becoming the poor
cousin of reactive enquiries into current
homicides, both in terms of resourcing and
of senior management focus. Although such
a shift is completely understandable,
nevertheless we believe that it is regrettable
for three main reasons:
1.
An unwelcome by-product of this
resourcing change process is a higher
turnover rate in personnel, resulting
inevitably in the loss of some of the most
skilled and experienced investigators, and in
particular their unique knowledge of ‘legacy’
systems and those processes crucial to the
review and re-investigation of historic cases.
2.
The closing of the Forensic Science
Service, has caused instability in the
forensic provision for UK forces. The
movement from a national service to a
combination of multiple private and policemanaged services, arguably threatens the
‘organizational memory’ of scientists and
police in terms of retention of unresolved
casework, not just of appropriately retained
records and material, but also of the
specialist skillsets and knowledge required
of the forensic providers themselves.
3.
An increase in public access to
detailed and often open-source case
information, such as more public and open
‘non-Police’ reviews of cases and police
investigations, greater awareness and
comprehension
of
investigative
methodology, (particularly in terms of the
opportunity it may offer to ‘revisit’ historic
investigations) has led to a growing public
readiness to challenge and criticize both
investigators and their investigations.
These and allied factors arguably can (and
do) combine to drive a trend towards greater
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scrutiny of the issue of historic and
‘unresolved’ cases, ironically at the very
time when the attention given and
resourcing of these cases is most under
threat. Left unrecognized and unaddressed,
this situation will represent a real (and
increasing)
threat,
to
organizational
resources (e.g. cold case teams and forensic
science provision), to individual and force
reputations, and most importantly, to justice.
In response to the challenges, which such
changes in resourcing present, rather than
commit specialist investigative resources
specifically to ‘historic’ enquiries, police
forces do have options available to them.
Firstly, agencies might take the decision to
reduce these resources, even to cease the
routine review or processing of historic
enquiries; arguably that option may
represent an abrogation of organizational
responsibility, and a massive risk to
organizational reputation. Secondly, they
may retain but reallocate this task to others,
often those routinely responsible for
investigating ‘current’ enquiries.
Quite
apart from overall workload issues, that
option also returns us to the question of
whether there are significant differences
between the investigative needs and
demands of ‘current’ and ‘historic’ cases. If
there are, as we have endeavoured to show
here, then it follows naturally that additional
guidance will be needed to help
investigators to bridge the gap between the
two types of homicide investigation as is
common for other types of investigation,
such as for rape or fraud. UK best practice
guidance although of undoubted utility to
live ‘current’ homicide investigators and
their investigations is significantly less so
for those investigating cases of a more ‘cold’
and ‘historic’ type, and is a point we will
return to in due course.

Volume 1, Issue 1, July 2015
Methodological
‘historic’
and
investigations

differences
‘current’

between
homicide

Although it carries the same expectations of
any homicide enquiry, the investigation of
historic homicide is constrained in different
and additional ways to those encountered in
current (live) investigations, not just as a
result of the passing of time, but also by the
actions of previous investigators. Arguably,
historic investigations can also suffer from
the different expectations of stakeholders
that might arise as a consequence of their
experience of the success or failure of
previous investigations. For many, for
example, the mere mention by the media
that a famous case is being re-visited is
enough for them to believe that police have
new evidence or a new lead and that a
breakthrough is imminent. This of course is
far from always being the case and, as noted
earlier, ‘unresolved’ cases represent an
ongoing, significant and even increasing risk
to reputation.
If
historic
and
current
homicide
investigations are compared, then a range of
key investigative differences are identified
in two main areas, both of which can be
significant in the ‘re-investigation’ of
historic homicides.
•
The processes governing the
gathering, retention and ‘preservation’ of
investigative material
•
The generic investigative process
and decision-making
Differences in initial approaches to any
investigation may well impact on
subsequent enquiries. The setting of
investigative
parameters;
nominal
categorization; the recovery and retention of
forensic or other evidential material; lines of
enquiry; -historic perspectives, context, and
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decisions
will
always
affect
the
opportunities for subsequent future enquiries.
Few original investigators of what were to
become ‘unresolved’ historic homicides
would be criticized for failing to have
considered at the time the investigative
(including scientific) advances that might or
might not come along in the future. Taking
forensic science as just one example here,
who investigating a homicide in 1975 could
have foretold the invention of current DNA
evidence?
That said, insight has repeatedly shown us
just how significant the proper retention of
original material can be to offering new
opportunities to revisit and resolve historic
cases in the light of new science, or new
information. In the case of the rape and
murder of schoolgirl Lesley Moleseed in
1975, although the original investigation
cannot be considered a shining beacon of
investigative practice, those involved had
the foresight to retain and preserve the
victim’s underwear from which the DNA
evidence, so crucial in identifying and
convicting her killer in 2006, was extracted.
One feature worthy of additional note,
which can often influence initial homicide
investigations is the focus upon the
immediacy of the investigative process. The
thought process of the Senior Investigating
Officer (SIO) and the investigators is quite
rightly in the context of the initial
investigation of a Homicide, towards current
priorities, in other words the priorities as
they appear at that time, and prioritising
available resources towards those tasks. As
such, this can create a tension in decisionmaking; the SIO has to quickly address the
task of assigning parameters to the
immediate investigation; geography; time;
forensics; witnesses; suspects; which - by
their very nature are artificial, subjective
boundaries, inside which data will be
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collected, and outside which data will not. In
effect this is a deliberate sampling of some,
rather than all of the potential data.
Secondly, by their very nature all homicide
investigations are ‘reactive’, -responding to
a past event, -and are therefore largely
focussed upon past events, rather than
towards future events, one such being the
unwelcome possibility that the investigation
currently ongoing may fail.
Logically, ‘current’ investigations must
always suffer to some extent in their ability
to ‘future-proof’ the result of their enquiries
in a way, which provides the maximum
opportunity for subsequent enquiries to
succeed.
Forensic and other scientific
advances; processes for retaining evidential
material; the impact of time on witness
evidence; -experience shows that these and
other factors all represent issues that would
be likely to affect the effectiveness of any
subsequent enquiry. That being the case,
arguably a key component of any initial or
‘current’ enquiry ought to be consideration
of, and planning for, the possibility that the
enquiry may not be fully successful, and
therefore that contingencies should be put in
place to support the potential need for
subsequent enquiries or reviews. This is an
issue to be addressed not just through
investigative training, but also through
investigative roles, and investigative
processes.
Is the ‘Omnicompetent’ Homicide
Investigator An Outdated View?
The concept of the ‘detective’ as a specific
role requiring specialist resourcing and skill
has evolved over time within a wider
Policing model, itself an evolving function
of society both in the UK and globally, such
that over time, specific role, recruitment,
and skillsets have evolved to become
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hallmarks of the ‘professional Detective’.
Within the UK, with regard to the
obligations of homicide investigation under
Article 132 of the European Convention on
Human Rights, Crown Prosecution Service
(CPS) advice is that, ‘investigators are
trained, experienced, and supervised,
records are kept, and that enquiries are
reviewed’, (ACPO, 2006, p76). Arising
from national research to identify common
skill-sets for effective SIO’s (Smith &
Flanagan, 2000), definitive national
guidance on the key principals of criminal
and homicide investigation is currently
enshrined in three key documents published
by the Association of Chief Police Officers
(ACPO). These detail the administration,
staffing and roles for Major Incident Rooms
utilising the Home Office Large Major
Enquiry System (HOLMES), linking
‘investigative success’ to ‘an organised and
methodical approach’ (2005: p.15), set out
key principals for the criminal investigator ,
aspiring to, ‘…enable investigators to make
logical, structured and accountable decisions’
(2005: p.16), and detail the methodology
and process of Homicide Investigation ,
emphasising the role of Senior Investigating
Officer (SIO) as that of ‘lead investigator’,
requiring them to be, ‘skilled and
experienced investigators who are able to
develop investigative strategies based on the
unique circumstances of each case’, able to,
‘continually modify them as new material
becomes available’ (2006: p.26).
They also define a national registration and
continuing
professional
development
scheme
as the mechanism by which
investigators and SIO’s should manage and
evidence their acquisition and maintenance
of investigative skills, noting that,
‘Experience alone is no longer sufficient
preparation for leading a Homicide
Investigation. SIO’s must understand the
wider principals of criminal investigation

Volume 1, Issue 1, July 2015
and related disciplines such as forensic
science, crime scene examination, and the
behavioral sciences. This will increase their
skills and knowledge and improve their
approach to all investigations’ (2006: p.27)
They also emphasize the importance of an
independent review process as a mechanism
to constructively evaluate the conduct of an
investigation. Significantly, this process
recommends reviews of detected and
undetected crimes, noting that, ‘Every
review should be seen as an opportunity to
improve future working practices by
identifying lessons learned and good
practice. These lessons can be found in
detected and undetected cases’. (2006: p.84).
However, with specific regard to the
investigation of historic, ‘unresolved’ cases,
these same sources offer notably little
guidance. Of the key references identified
above, arguably only the ACPO Murder
Investigation Manual in its current version
offers
guidance
on
‘unsuccessful’
investigations; in a document consisting of
no less than 305 pages, this guidance is
limited to a single box on a single process
chart, entitled, ‘Model of Idealised
Investigative Decision-Making Process’,
where it offers the guidance, ‘if no viable
lines of enquiry are left, …-enter
Investigative Maintenance process’. To date,
other than scant advice offered indirectly
through guidance on the generic conduct of
reviews, there no clear guidance or reference
exists that might assist an investigator to
understand
or
apply
‘Investigative
Maintenance: moreover, the chart itself is a
reproduction from an earlier document
actually authored in 1998.
Given the evolution and improvement of
homicide investigative practice in the last 27
years, this raises the question as to whether
or not this guidance really represents the
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current best practice in this area, and if it
does, then set against the size and scope of
the problem, is that really acceptable, either
organizationally or as a profession? Put
another way, it does appear still that, in the
UK at least, the prevailing view is that all
homicide investigations call on the same
knowledge,
skills
and
experience,
irrespective
of
whether
they
are
investigating current and ‘live’ or historic
and ‘cold’ homicides. As ‘omnicompetent’
detectives, they can deal with both types of
investigation equally. As we have
endeavored to show, this view is one that
requires challenging.
‘Whodunnit’, and the Importance Of
Investigative Decision-Making
Throughout current UK doctrine and beyond,
a key element of the investigative ‘skill-set’
is effective decision-making. The ACPO
Core Investigative Doctrine notes that, ‘a
core skill for any investigator is the ability to
make decisions which can be justified to
others. Decision-making is therefore central
to any criminal investigation’. Significantly,
however, it also observes that, ‘Despite this,
decision-making skills are not generally part
of investigator training’ (2005: p.58).
Perhaps unsurprisingly, UK Police doctrinal
approaches to decision-making offer only
limited guidance, promoting the concept of
an ‘investigative mindset’ as, ‘a state of
mind or attitude which investigators adopt
and which can be developed over time
through continued use, applying a set of
principles to the investigation process. (CID
2005: p.60). They also indicate good
practice and potential pitfalls that occur in
decision-making, notably the development
and testing of hypotheses, and logical and
subjective errors, however this is at best
minimal. By contrast decision making
research from non-policing arenas provides
and useful guidance.
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Heller (1998) usefully describes a decision
as, ‘a choice between a variety of
alternatives. …A decision can be made
instantly, but more often involves the
decision maker in a process of identification,
analysis, assessment, choice and planning.’
In terms of factors affecting decisionmaking individuals, Popper (1972; 1978) in
his theories of cosmology and objective
epistemiology describes how different
physical and mental states can exist and
interact to affect the perception -the ‘model’
- of physical reality created by the human
mind. Stelfox (2009) and Rossmo
(2008:2009) similarly offer useful insight
into the impact of bias and subjectivity
specifically upon investigators, whilst Dror
et. al. (1999; 2006) identify such diverse
factors as time pressure, and the context in
which information is considered, as
impacting upon decision-making. This is
contextual view is further developed by
Kahneman and Tversky (2000) who present
the concept of ‘framing’ - the consideration
of information from a particular perspective
rather than other potentially more useful
perspectives.
Regarding factors affecting decision-making
processes, Copi & Cohen provide useful
guidance in the application and processes of
logic, which they define as ‘the study of the
methods and principals used to distinguish
correct reasoning from incorrect reasoning.’
(1998: p.3). Fisher (2001) similarly presents
critical thinking as a process and
methodology to support effective decisionmaking. Heuer (1999) explores the
psychology of intelligence analysis as a
process, and offers a model for analysis of
competing hypotheses as a useful
mechanism to apply higher levels of critical
thinking as a means to challenge and refine
mental models and analyse complex
problems. Atkin (1998: 1999: 2000)
explores the practical application of
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scientific methods, logic, and reasoning to
the analysis of crime-related data and
problems. More recently, Duvenage (2009)
reviews traditional analytic processes, and
proposes structured cognitive models as a
beneficial mechanism for knowledge
management.
Whilst understanding ‘decision-making’ as a
process may be desirable as a means to
improve investigative skillsets, it also
represents a reputational threat. The
investigation of major crime such as murder
is seen by the public as an index of police
competence (Innes, 2003, p. 276). Flawed
decision-making has been repeatedly
identified as responsible for failed
investigations and miscarriages of justice,
for example, the Byford Report (1981), the
Stephen Lawrence Inquiry Report (1999),
and the Shipman Inquiry Report (2005). A
study carried out in 1992 for the Royal
Commission on Criminal Justice found that
the most common type of error in crime
investigation was that of decision making
(Irvine and Dunningham, 1992:37), a
conclusion also supported by the Home
Office Paper 218, 2004, Reviewing Murder
Investigations.
Clearly, the decisions and actions taken in
an initial investigation and any subsequent
enquiries, must inevitably impact upon any
re-investigation. As the ACPO CID notes,
‘The first opportunity to examine a source of
material and test its reliability may be the
last, where there is an opportunity to gather
material early in an investigation it must be
taken. To pass up such opportunities may
mean that they are lost forever’, (2005: p.63).
The Review Process
A key component of quality assurance for
homicide (and similar) investigation is the
review process, defined by Rogers as: ‘A
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constructive evaluation of the conduct of an
investigation to ensure an objective and
thorough investigation has been conducted
to national standards and which seeks to
ensure investigative opportunities are not
overlooked and that good practice is
identified’, (2005, p.3). However, despite
much doctrinal emphasis on the importance
of the review process, these same sources
currently offer relatively little support or
guidance or support in terms of
methodology, and no specific guidance on
the review of historic investigations.
Alongside ‘decision-making’, early progress
assessments of homicide investigation
reviews (Nicol et al., 2003, 2004) also
identified
forensic
issues
and
record/information management as common
investigative weaknesses. Additionally, as
part of a Police Standards Unit evaluation of
cold case reviews, Turner et al (2005) noted
that, ‘The evaluation of cold case reviews
has highlighted serious shortcomings in the
way the Police Service and other agencies in
criminal justice system store and maintain
original case papers and exhibits.
Widespread destruction and loss of these
items has had a serious effect on progressing
potentially solvable cases. Forces should
review their storage and retention policies to
deal with the need to retain documents and
evidence for future advances in science and
technology.’ (p.8). In the specific case of
historic
undetected
homicide
reinvestigation, the review process forms an
integral part of the precursory process to
reinvestigation. A national assessment of
‘cold case’ undetected homicide reviews
suggests that, ‘the objective of reviewing
previously undetected homicide cases is to
identify those that have the potential for reinvestigation in order to catch the person
responsible. This will not always be possible
but the key message from the police to the
families and the perpetrators must be “we
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still care” and “murder investigations are
never closed” (Gaynor 2002: p. iv). This
same study also noted that, ‘the key factor in
triggering a re-investigation appears to be
advances in forensic technology.’
Returning to the concept of ‘framing’,
Roach and Pease (2009) examined the
impact of framing upon both the
investigative and the review process,
observing that in contrast to undetected
cases, since detected historic homicide cases
are not routinely revisited by cold case
review, the potential for different knowledge,
including verification of success or
identification of failure, was lost. As they
comment, ‘The notion of cold case review
has been framed in an inappropriately
narrow way to exclude such cases’, (p.332).
In terms of advancement in forensic
evidence, reviewing the impact of modern
forensic DNA techniques upon police
investigations of serious crime, in particular
historic crime, Roach and Pease (2006),
advise that these techniques should be
viewed as an integral part of the overall
investigative process, and as a mechanism
for even-handed investigation, -a tool
applied equally for prosecution and defencerather than as a mechanism purely for
identifying offenders, stating, ‘DNA science
should be seen as a tool which enhances, not
replaces, the skills of the detective’. (2006:
p.6).
Gaynor’s 2002 study also noted that, ‘In
addition to forensic advances, there have
also been other scientific developments
regarding investigative techniques and the
availability of expert evidence. The
management of witnesses and the media are
key issues, together with how the family of
the victim is involved in the re-investigation
process. The storage and retrieval of exhibits
and evidence are crucial factors in the whole
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process. There is a requirement to utilise a
system for assessing the extent of any
potential re-investigation prior to re-opening
a case.’ It also recommended several key
components that should form part of
reinvestigations of historic undetected
homicide. Over a decade later, and despite
widespread support, there is little evidence
that these recommendations have been
adopted across the bulk of UK homicide
reviews or historic re-investigations.
Summary
In the present paper, we hope to have
demonstrated that, within the UK at least,
differences in methodological approaches to
current and historic homicide investigations
can be identified, and moreover that
identifying and adopting methodology that
properly recognizes and responds to these
differences could of itself offer opportunities
to reduce investigative failure, and increase
investigative success. What is needed is
further research that focuses on these
important differences and what they mean
for the homicide investigator. This research
will present both a challenge and an
opportunity, to stakeholders, to investigative
professionals, and to the profession as a
whole. Left unexplored, rather like a cancer,
unresolved homicides represent a growing
source of failure and missed opportunity and
arguably betray exactly the high level of
trust and expectation –that obligation and
duty,
-placed
upon
investigative
professionals by Society.
By contrast, methodological changes driven
by new and proper understanding of the
differences between current and historic
investigations offer the opportunity to
systemically address the problem, first by
taking a fresh approach to historic cases but
also, and perhaps more importantly, taking a
more long-term approach to ‘current’
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investigations whereby proper consideration
and contingency planning is given to the
possibility that initial investigations may not
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be immediately successful and so will
require revisiting. But that is research for
another day.
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ADVANCES IN FORENSIC DNA
ANALYSIS: A BRIEF REVIEW
By Suzanna R. Ryan, M.S.
Abstract
The field of Forensic DNA Analysis is
rapidly evolving. Scientists, investigators,
and attorneys alike should be aware of the
abilities of the forensic DNA laboratory,
both currently and in the near future. This
article seeks to educate and enlighten the
reader regarding new sample collection
methodology, new amplification kits, and
new DNA analysis methodologies that may
prove useful in solving the most complicated
and frustrating of cold cases.
DNA, advances in DNA, GlobalFilerTM,
Promega PowerPlex® Fusion, X-STR, YSTR, YFiler Plus, PowerPlex®
Y23,
Rapidly Mutating Y-STRs, expanded
CODIS loci, Forensic DNA Phenotyping,
Parabon Nanolabs, M-Vac DNA Collection
technique, Rapid DNA, Next Generation
Sequencing.
Forensic DNA Analysis may be one of the
most rapidly evolving fields in all of
forensic science. In just the last decade
major advancements, such as wider
availability of Y-STR amplification kits and
Mini-STR amplification kits and new, more
user friendly capillary electrophoresis
systems, have increased the types of analysis
and number of samples that can be
processed in the forensic laboratory. In the
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past few years, even more groundbreaking
techniques and advancements have evolved.
This article intends to review the newest
applications in the field of Forensic DNA
Analysis beginning with the “next
generation” DNA amplification kits newly
available on the market.
New Amplification Kits
In 2007, the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
which houses the Combined DNA Index
System (CODIS), otherwise known as the
National DNA Database, will begin
requiring that laboratories type forensic
samples with an “expanded” set of core
CODIS loci. The number of CODIS loci
required to be typed prior to admission to
the database will be expanded from 13 to 20
in order to: reduce the possibility of
adventitious matches, increase international
compatibility and increase the power of
discrimination. In order t comply with this
mandate, crime labs around the country will
begin, or have already begun, using new
amplification kits that include all of the
required core CODIS loci. In order to meet
these demands, Life Technologies has
recently released its newest kit - the
GlobalFilerTM kit. GlobalFilerTM amplifies
24 loci simultaneously using 6-dye
chemistry (as opposed to the previous kit’s
5-dye chemistry) and has a power of
discrimination that is 9 orders of magnitude
greater than previous generation kits.
Instead of results in the quadrillions or
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quintillions, statistical conclusions for
complete DNA profiles will reach a rarity of
1 in an octillion or rarer with the new
amplification kits.
GlobalFilerTM also has the benefit of
including 10 mini-STRs. Mini-STRs are
Short Tandem Repeats with associated
primers of smaller than average size. This
means that they are more easily amplified as
they are less likely to have broken down, or
degraded, than larger STR loci. This kit also
includes two male-specific Y-STR loci
which may help aid in analyzing samples
containing mixtures of DNA. In addition,
some male individuals do not type as male
using the amelogenin gender determining
locus included in previous kits, so the
addition of two Y-STR loci will be helpful
in cases such as these to indicate whether
male DNA is actually present in a given
sample.
Life Technologies is not the only supplier of
forensic DNA amplification kits. Promega
has also introduced a new “next generation”
amplification
kit
called
Promega
®
PowerPlex Fusion which also amplifies 24
loci in a single reaction.
The kit is
extremely sensitive - able to yield full
profiles with as little as 100 picograms of
DNA and includes three Y-STR loci to aid
in the deconvolution of mixtures. Both
manufacturers have also tweaked their
master mixes to perform optimally even
with inhibited samples.
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X’s and Y’s
In addition to the next generation
amplification kits mentioned above, Y-STR
amplification kits are evolving as well. YSTRs ignore the contribution of any female
DNA and focus solely on copying the male
DNA that may be present in a sample. This
type of testing is extremely useful for any
type of forensic sample where there is male
DNA present within an overwhelming
amount of female DNA. Classic examples
include sexual assault cases involving
aspermic males or fingernail scrapings from
female victims of male assailants.
Life Technologies YFilerTM Kit amplified
17 Y-STR loci concurrently. The newest
iteration of this kit is the YFiler PlusTM kit
which
amplifies
27
Y-STR
loci
simultaneously. Promega also has a newly
released Y-STR kit which amplifies 23 YSTR loci. The increase in loci leads to a
greater ability to differentiate between
individuals and the potential to differentiate
between paternal relatives through the
presence of random mutational events due to
the inclusion of rapidly mutating Y-STRs in
both of these kits. Ballantyne et al 1 found
in their work with a panel of Rapidly
Mutating Y-STR loci (RM Y-STR) that RM
Y-STRs provide a statistically significant
increase in the ability to differentiate
between male relatives as compared to the
YFilerTM Kit. The RM Y-STR panel was
found to be powerful enough to separate
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closely related males; with nearly 50% of
the father and son pairs, and 60% of brothers
pairs distinguished with RM Y-STRs,
whereas only 7.7% and 8%, could be
differentiated, respectively, with YFilerTM.
It was important to the forensic community
that markers with a higher mutation rate
were chosen for the newest versions of YSTR kits in order to assist in the ability to
distinguish between close relatives. A total
of 7 new rapidly mutating loci were added to
the Life Technologies kit and 6 rapidly
mutating loci were added to Promega’s
PowerPlex® Y23 Kit. In addition, loci with
high gene diversity were selected for the
next generation Y-STR kits in an effort to
minimize adventitious matches.
The
reduction of adventitious matches is
important considering that the US Y-STR
database now holds the Y-STR DNA
profiles of over 25,000 individuals and the
Y-HRD database contains some 50,000
profiles. Due to the patrilineal inheritance
nature of Y-STR loci, as more individuals
are added to these databases, the likelihood
of an adventitious match increases. In order
to help with highly degraded samples, an
increased number of small loci (11 miniSTRs) were added to the YFiler Plus kit and
8 loci less than 200 base pairs in length are
present in the PowerPlex® Y23 kit. These
improvements should result in increased
sensitivity and increased results with highly
degraded or inhibited samples. In fact, the
YFiler Plus kit has been shown to yield
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DNA profiles with template amounts as low
as 32.5 picograms of DNA (this is
equivalent to about 5 cells worth of DNA!)
While Y-STR kits have been available to the
forensic DNA community since 2001, XChromosome analysis is still relatively new.
In fact, X kits are manufactured by only one
manufacturer Qiagen, who manufactures
the “Argus Investigator Kit”) and they are
not available in the United States at this time.
X-STRs amplify DNA located only on the X
Chromosome. Both males and females have
X chromosomes (with females receiving a
double dose of X), however X STRs may be
useful in extracting the female portion of a
male: female mixture in the presence of
larger amounts of male DNA. Examples of
instances where this type of testing could be
useful include cases where female DNA
may remain on a male suspect’s body such
as in some sexual assault cases or other
assault type cases where a female scratches
or wounds a male.
In addition to identification purposes, both
X and Y STR testing can be useful in
Missing Persons cases due to their
inheritance patterns and the additional
information they can provide. These testing
methods can also prove useful as a means to
identify biological parents in complex
paternity and maternity cases2.
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Forensic DNA Phenotyping
Traditional DNA testing is sometimes
termed “genotyping” and its intended
outcome is to include or exclude individuals
as a potential contributor to a given stain.
Forensic Phenotyping on the other hand
does not seek to identify an individual,
instead it seeks to describe what an
individual may look like based solely upon
their DNA.
Like Y-STR analysis, Forensic DNA
Phenotyping has been available in the DNA
field for some time now, however the
newest version of this type of testing is truly
amazing. The original testing involving
phenotyping involved the determination of
ethnicity and, later, eye color.
Now,
phenotyping analysis allows one to infer
many of the unknown persons Externally
Visible Characteristics. One company that
provides a Forensic Phenotyping service is
Parabon NanoLabs, a Reston, Virginia
company who performs analysis of SNPs Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms allowing them to predict facial appearance,
eye color, hair color, skin color, freckling,
and genetic ancestry and to apply this
information to form a 3D image of what the
donor of the DNA may look like. It is
thought that in the future it may even be
possible through Forensic Phenotyping to
predict some aspects of an individual’s
behavior such as whether they are likely to
be a smoker or not. In addition, a recent
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article by Kayser3 indicates that it may be
possible to predict hair loss/baldness, age,
and hair structure in the future.
Forensic Phenotyping can be used on cases
where there is DNA found at the crime
scene, but it does not match any suspects, or
any individuals currently in CODIS. In
addition, forensic Phenotyping can be a
useful tool in the examination of
unidentified remains and missing person’s
cases. Parabon NanoLabs claims that they
need only a very small amount of DNA, 50
picograms, in order to obtain a usable result.
It is hoped that through use of this
technology unidentified skeletal remains
will gain a 3D facial image that may be
recognized by a friend or family member
and ultimately lead to their identification.
New Collection Technique - the M-Vac
System
In order to get an informative DNA profile,
whether it be through autosomal or Y
chromosome analysis, first the analyst must
be able to collect the DNA from the
substrate. Traditional methods for collecting
DNA from a particular sample or substrate
include swabbing, cutting, or taping. A new
method of sample collection is the The MVac system. The M-Vac is a wet vacuum
collection system designed to be used on
forensic evidence. Studies have shown that
this system is able to collect more DNA than
traditional methods (in one study, up to
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180X more epithelial cell DNA was
collected with the M-Vac system as
compared to swabbing4). In addition, the
M-Vac system has shown to be useful in
collecting DNA from large areas and is even
able to collect additional DNA from samples
that have already been swabbed.
Research studies on the M-Vac system
conducted at UC Davis show that the M-Vac
was able to collect male DNA from the
shirts of female volunteers after males had
merely grabbed the shirts. The M-Vac was
compared to traditional swabbing methods
and it was shown that M-Vac system was
able to collect nearly 10 times the amount of
male DNA than the swabbing method in one
experiment5. The M-Vac system was also
shown to be useful in collecting male saliva
from female volunteer’s skin even after the
female had showered6. While swabbing also
yielded some male DNA from the skin of
females after showering, the benefit of the
M-Vac is that large areas are able to be
sampled in a single sample, versus the
comparatively smaller areas that may be
sampled through swabbing alone.
Rapid DNA
Rapid DNA analysis is a groundbreaking
technique that brings the laboratory to the
crime scene or to the booking station. With
the use of Rapid DNA technology, a
bloodstain or saliva stain can go from
collection at the scene of a crime to a
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CODIS-eligible DNA profile in 90 minutes.
Similarly, a suspect arrested on suspicion of
committing a crime can have his or her
DNA typed and compared to crime scene
DNA developed by a forensic laboratory in
only a few hours compared to the weeks or
months this sort of testing and comparison
can take using traditional DNA testing
procedures. If the suspect is eliminated they can be immediately released instead of
languishing in a cell for unknown periods of
time, and the investigator can focus on other
leads or persons of interest. Conversely, if
the suspect and the crime scene sample
match, the wheels of justice can begin their
slow march forward to prosecution and the
investigating agency can focus their time
and man-power on other cases confident in
the fact that the case has been solved.
Rapid DNA machines have been studied by
the Federal Bureau of Investigation as well
as a number of other forensic laboratories.
These machines are small enough to be part
of a mobile crime lab and are able to
perform each step of the DNA analysis
process with no hands-on technician time.
Upload of profiles into the National DNA
Database has recently been approved by the
FBI, with the caveat that at this juncture the
profile must be developed by a fully
accredited forensic DNA laboratory.
However, Rapid DNA machines are also
being used by some police departments as a
method to compile their own small, local
DNA databases for search and comparison
purposes. In January 2014, The Palm Bay
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Police Department in Palm Bay, Florida was
the first police agency to employ the
RapidHit 200 by IntegenX to successfully
solve a burglary case. Rapid DNA testing
has great potential to generate leads,
eliminate potential suspects, and aid in
convicting criminal perpetrators.
Next Generation Sequencing
Finally, it seems fitting to save the most
dramatic potential change in the field of
Forensic DNA Analysis for last. Next
Generation Sequencing, or NGS, is not
currently being used on casework samples in
forensic laboratories, but testing and
validation of this analysis platform is
currently underway at a number of National,
State, County, and University forensic
laboratories. NGS is a totally new way of
analyzing DNA for forensic purposes that
can utilize the same STR loci currently
employed by forensic laboratories across the
country, however NGS has the added benefit
of being able to simultaneously analyze STR
loci, mitochondrial DNA, Y-STR loci, and
Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs)
from a single evidence sample. In addition,
NGS technology is also currently being
studied to determine if mRNA can be tested
concurrently with STR loci. mRNA can be
used to aid in identifying body fluids
including semen, saliva, circulatory blood,
menstrual blood, skin cells, sweat, and
vaginal secretions7.
Simultaneously
analyzing both STRs and mRNA would
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mean no loss of sample during body fluid
identification testing.
The information gleaned from NGS
technology can be used for identification,
kinship and parentage testing, mixture
resolution, and even for Forensic
Phenotyping purposes. Proponents of NGS
state that the benefits of NGS over the
current
analytical
platforms
include
increased sensitivity, increased ability to
resolve mixtures of DNA, greater power of
discrimination, and improved results with
degraded DNA samples.
NGS instrumentation and forensic kits are
currently commercially available from
Illumina, Life Technologies and Promega.
Illumina’s ForenSeqTM DNA Signature Prep
Kit amplifies 27 autosomal STRs, 8 X-STRs,
25 Y-STRs, 95 autosomal human
identification SNPs, 56 autosomal Ancestry
Informative SNPs, and 24 autosomal SNPs
associated with pigmentary traits all in one
multiplex PCR. This kit is manufactured for
use with Illumina’s MiSeq FGx platform (a
bench top Next Generation Sequencer) and
supported by the ForenSeqTM Universal
Analysis Software for both experiment setup as well as data analysis8.
More than any other process, kit, or
technique discussed above, NGS technology
has the potential to truly revolutionize
forensic DNA analysis. The introduction of
NGS technology is akin to the introduction
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of the polymerase chain reaction to the
forensic lab in terms of harnessing the
information contained within the DNA
molecule and using it for identification and
comparison purposes.
In conclusion, as can be seen even in this
short review article, the advances in the field
of forensic DNA analysis are both vast and
varied. Some advancements, such as the
increased locus STR and Y-STR kits are
already here and are currently being
validated by laboratories across the country,
other advancements like NGS will take time
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to implement in forensic laboratories but
hold tremendous crime-solving potential. It
is clear that the field of human identification
and forensic DNA analysis has not yet
reached its zenith, but will continue to grow
and develop as each year passes. These
advancements, and possibly others yet to be
developed, may be the key to solving a
criminal case once thought unsolvable.
These technologies may breathe new life
into a case or an evidence sample which was
once thought to be exhausted by yielding
potential new information that may help the
investigator solve the case.
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TAKING A LEADERSHIP ROLE
IN PREPARING FOR LEGAL
PROCEEDINGS
Andrew R. Reitnauer MSFE, CLPE, CLE,
CSLE, CSCSA, CPO, F.F.S.
Introduction
The presentation of forensic evidence during
legal proceedings may assist the trier of fact
in a number of ways. The obligation to
properly prepare for testimony and educate
the court, is the responsibility of both the
attorney and the subject matter expert. Both
parties should be properly prepared in the
core scientific principles within the scope of
both the examination process and
testimonial evidence to ensure a fair and
accurate explanation from the expert witness
through both direct testimony and cross
examination.

Continuing Education
As forensic scientists, we have a
professional obligation to stay current in the
areas of our expertise. Through professional
memberships, peer reviewed literature,
training and research, we are responsible for
maintaining a high level of knowledge and
skill in our specific area(s) of examination.
Through our daily laboratory operations, we
draw upon this knowledge base in order to
update our policies and procedures, the
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methods used during examination, and
enhance our technical abilities.
The clients of the laboratory (i.e. field
detectives, prosecutors, etc) may not be well
versed in our examination methods and the
newest trends formulated within the
confines of forensic science. Often, trial
attorneys may have a basic understanding of
the validity of our test results, but the
underlying reasoning may escape their
understanding. As a part of our professional
obligations, we as the subject matter experts,
should assume a leadership role in
conducting routine continuing education
lectures and presentations regarding the
testing methods used, what the results of our
examination process mean, what qualifying
questions may or may not be appropriate,
and the current issues facing our specific
forensic discipline.
Through the use of an overall presentation
format, examiners may be able to provide an
overall explanation of our scientific field
and the principles utilized during the
examination process. By allowing the
audience an opportunity to visualize the
methodologies and techniques of the
laboratory, a stronger baseline of knowledge
may be gained. This type of leadership role
may be used to help direct qualifying
questions regarding the validity of the
scientific process and the examination used.
An increasing trend in the courtroom is also
the use of a PowerPoint presentation during
direct testimony to allow the trier of fact a
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visual manner in order to better understand
the material being presented. Through
discovery, all materials must be supplied to
both parties, and this type of testimonial aide
is no different.
Another exercise that the laboratory may
employ is to conduct routine exercises with
attorneys in a moot court setting. By
allowing both direct testimony and cross
examination, the expert witness may be able
to assist the attorneys to better format their
questions and be prepared for cross or
redirect based upon current trends and the
research currently available in the field. In
recent years, we have seen a major swing
within the field of forensic science. Many of
these points were brought forward in the
2009 National Academy of Sciences Report1,
which is often referenced within many of
our specific disciplines.

Specific Examples
Specifically, within the latent print
community, we have seen a number of
topics brought forward over the past decade,
both positive and negative in scope that both
parties should be familiar with. The NAS
report brought some attention to the lack of
research within the latent print field, and
many examination and human factors can be
found in the landmark cases known to the
general community. In the Madrid Bombing
case, the FBI admitted an error was made in
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the identification to Brandon Mayfield.
While unfortunate, the FBI and the
Department
of
Justice
used
this
circumstance to re-examine their methods
and procedures. A report2 was issued
publicly detailing their findings and bringing
forth changes that would be made, to reduce
the risk of future errors. Latent print experts
should be familiar with this case, and be
able to explain some of the major aspects of
the case, and apply those findings to the
practices of their own laboratory (i.e. how is
ACE-V
used?,
is
there
a
reexamination/blind verification process?,
what is the quality assurance measures
used?). There are other well publicized cases
involving errors made during the latent print
examination process. However, the expert
witness should attempt to make the attorney
aware of these potential lines of questioning,
and to give some direction to re-question if
brought forward.
Another question that is still being used in
the latent print community is testifying to a
“degree of scientific certainty”. While there
is currently a draft for public comment from
the National Commission on Forensic
Science3 regarding the future use of this
phrasing, there is no applicability to the
latent print community. Until current
research efforts lead to measurement of
uncertainties, or the acceptance of a
probabilistic model within the examination
process, we are unable to answer this
question. By having replacement, or perhaps
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more applicable questions, for the attorney,
the subject matter expert can better ensure a
proper line of questioning. By asking a
question such as “Were you able to reach a
conclusion based upon your examination?”
with a follow up question of “Are you
confident in your conclusion?”, the expert
witness may be better able to answer within
the scope of their science.
Over the past several years, the forensic
science community has seen a number of
research publication become available
addressing many of the examination
processes and the factors influencing the
examination process. Many of this research
has concluded that the overall latent print
examination process is a reliable process,
and has a low error rate. All of the published
studies 4-7 have placed limitations on the
participants in order to measure certain
variables of the examination process. The
results of this research can only be examined
in a prima facie manner, as the examination
process is augmented by the specific
procedures and quality assurance measures
of the laboratory. The parties involved in a
criminal proceeding may be familiar with
the research that has been done, as should
the examiner, but the burden is also present
on both parties to allow for the questioning
to lead to further explanation beyond the
research alone.
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Preparation
One of the keys to a successful and
informative expert testimony is through
preparation. The forensic examiner should
schedule a thorough pretrial conference
before any testimonial evidence or opinions
are offered. A possible method of
preparation is to supply the attorney with
some qualifying and direct questions, in
order to ensure the proper and complete line
of questioning. Attorneys should be made
aware of the qualifications of the expert
before meeting, possibly through supplying
a copy of their CV or statement of
qualifications. Also, laboratories should take
the initiative to supply the attorney with
copies of the research that has been
published. By reviewing the material that
the expert has become familiar with, both
parties may be better prepared for testimony.
The members of the forensic laboratory
should take a leadership role in the
preparation of the trial and investigative
processes. By conducting a thorough review
of
the
examination
process
and
demonstrating competence in the current
trends of their field, subject matter experts
can assist the trier of fact, and their clients,
through preparation and a solid foundation
of knowledge in their field.
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CRIME SCENE STAGING: VICTIMOFFENDER RELATIONSHIP,
PRECEDING CONFLICT,
VICTIM DISCOVERY, VERBAL
STAGING, AND MURDER SCENE
LOCATION
By Laura G. Pettler, PhD
Abstract
For the purpose of this study, crime scene
staging is anything a homicide offender does
to manipulate the crime scene towards
misdirecting an investigation. Homicide
stagers who go undetected create a public
safety threat by remaining in society with an
opportunity to murder again. Previously
published research has shown that staging
appears to be a function of victim-offender
relationship and preceding conflict, however,
further research was warranted. The
following study examined victim-offender
relationship, preceding conflict, victim
discovery, verbal staging, and murder scene
location of in 18 adjudicated staged murder
cases containing 27 offenders and 19 victims.
The implications of this study supported
fully or in part findings in similar studies in
regard to victim-offender relationship,
preceding conflict, victim discovery, and
verbal staging.
Introduction
Crime scene staging is a societal problem
that puts the public at risk. When a homicide
stager’s manipulation and tampering of a
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crime scene towards trying to make a
murder look like a legitimate death goes
undetected, it leaves a violent offender in
society with the opportunity to reoffend. As
of late, empirical studies dedicated to the
examination of crime scene staging
exclusively are sparse. In synthesis of the
previous literature and for the purpose of
this study, crime scene staging is the
deliberate and purposeful effort of an
offender to tamper with and manipulate the
physical and/or the verbal evidence in a
homicide case in order to deceive and avoid
apprehension by misdirecting the criminal
investigation.
Statement of the Problem
This study was undertaken as an outcrop of
the author’s 2011 doctoral dissertation. In
light of findings in recent studies and the
many implications brought forth by the
results of the author’s 2011 study further
inquiry is warranted. Implications regarding
victim-offender relationship, preceding
conflict, victim’s body discovery, verbal
staging, and murder scene location were
deemed some of the most important for
continued research. For the purpose of this
study, crime scene staging is operationalized
as the behaviors, physical and verbal
exhibited by an offender in the physical
crime scene or in discourse designed to
specifically
misdirect
a
homicide
investigation towards concealing the identify
of the offender pursuant to self-preservation.
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Therefore, the problem this study aims to
address the frequencies of the abovementioned variables and how the results of
this study relate to findings in recent studies
of similar research design.
An Abbreviated Overview of the Critical
Literature
Crime scene staging is largely under
researched. The majority of historical
references are anecdotal or quasi-scientific.
Only a small number of studies specifically
dedicated to the examination of crime scene
staging specifically exist: Eke (2007),
Ferguson (2011, 2014), Ferguson and
Petherick
(2014),
Geberth
(2010),
Hazelwood and Napier (2004), Keppel and
Weis (2004), Pettler (2011), Schlesinger,
Gardenier, Jarvis, and Sheehan-Cook (2012),
and Turvey, (2000). Additionally, no book
dedicated to the exclusive examination of
crime scene staging and its related concepts
had been published until the author’s book
forthcoming in August 2015 entitled, Crime
Scene Staging Dynamics in Homicide Cases.
The synopses that follow are very brief.
They do not represent the totality of findings
in any of the above studies.
Turvey (2000) conducted a descriptive study
using 25 staged homicide cases selected
from Westlaw’s database. Turvey’s sample
contained 33 offenders: 25 males and eight
females. Turvey’s sample contained 31
victims: 17 females and 14 males. Turvey
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found that the victim and offender had a
relationship before the victim’s death in all
25 cases. Additionally, 13 murders were
staged as burglaries and four as suicides.
Further, firearms were the most commonly
utilized weapons in this sample. The
offenders discovered the victims in 18 of the
cases.
Hazelwood and Napier (2004) conducted a
survey study entitled, Crime Scene Staging
and Its Detection. Hazelwood and Napier set
out to define staging, identify offender
motives, and to identify precipitating factors
that led to staging behavior. These authors
surveyed 20 law enforcement professionals
who had 560 years of combined experience
in homicide investigation. Hazelwood and
Napier reported that there is no end to how a
crime scene might be staged and found in
this sample that the most commonly staged
crime scenes were (a) homicides staged as
suicides, (b) homicides staged as sexualrelated homicides, and (c) homicides staged
as traffic accidents. Hazelwood and Napier
argued the likelihood of verbal staging or
lying by offenders will kill and dispose of a
victim’s body then call authorities to report
the victim missing; however, they
acknowledged that verbal staging is not
limited to only reporting a victim missing.
Keppel and Weis (2004) aimed to study the
frequency of staging and staged body
positioning of a sample of homicide cases
that contained 5,224 victims. Keppel and
Weis’ found that body positioning is
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relatively rare in that about 0.1 percent or
approximately 522 victims were posed
and/or staged in the 5,224 victims in this
sample.
Eke (2007) studied 50 known staged
homicide cases. Eke rank-ordered identified
crime scene staging behaviors coupled with
offender characteristics in staged homicide
cases then compared staged intimate partner
homicides to homicides without staging. Eke
found that intimate partners more often
staged crime scenes than did non-intimate
partners of the victims. Eke noted that it
appeared that staging may be a function of
the level of association between the victim
and the offender.
Geberth (2010) studied the frequency of
sexually posed bodies in sexual homicides
by surveying 43 homicide investigators with
44,541 homicide cases between them. The
survey results revealed that offenders posed
the victim’s body in a sexual position in less
than on percent (1%) or approximately 445
cases of the sample.
Ferguson’s (2011) studied a sample that
contained 141 known staged homicide cases
from Australia, the United States, Canada
and the UK analyzed for the behaviors and
behavioral patterns of crime scene stagers.
Ferguson developed a typology to categorize
the sample, but determined that no typology
behavioral pattern was mutually exclusive.
Ferguson’s sample also yielded results also
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identified offender characteristics, victim
characteristics, crime characteristics, and
staging motives.
Pettler’s (2011) doctoral dissertation was a
qualitative study of 18 known staged
homicide cases containing 27 offenders and
19 victims from North Carolina. Like
Ferguson (2011), the author developed a
typology to categorize the sample, but again
the results were unfavorable in that the
overlap between the types rendered no
category mutually exclusive from the others.
Schlesinger, Gardenier, Jarvis, and SheehanCook’s (2012) descriptive study of 946
homicide cases that contained 79 cases were
found to include staged crime scenes is the
most detailed study on crime scene staging
to date. Schlesinger et al. (2012) opined that
offenders have endless mechanisms by
which to manipulate a crime. Schlesinger et
al. argued that offenders are limited only by
his or her own creativity, imagination, and
motivation coupled with his or her physical
ability and the victim’s physical attributes,
condition, etc. Schlesinger and colleagues
found that arson was the most common
staging behavior (25%) in the sample and
found that is was more commonly observed
in non-domestic (i.e., non-intimate partner
homicides) than in domestic (i.e., intimate
partner homicides). Secondly, 22% of the
offenders studied lied, but in contrast to
arson, lying or verbal staging was more
often observed in domestic (i.e., intimate
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partner homicides) than in non-domestic
(i.e., non-intimate partner homicides).
Further, offenders in this sample exhibited
staging behaviors consistent with burglaries,
home invasions, and/or robberies in 18% of
the cases, 14% of the sample were staged as
accidents, 8% were staged as suicides, and
5% were staged as homicide-suicide-related
cases. Although the findings in this study
varied from the findings in other studies in
relation to intimate partner victim-offender
relationship, the findings in this study were
consistent with previous literature published
on victim-offender relationship 77% of the
time (Eke, 2007; Ferguson, 2011; Pettler,
2011; Turvey 2000).
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common offenders were males, the most
common victims were male, firearms were
the most common weapons used, and the
offender discovered the victim in only half
the cases. Pursuant to victim-offender
relationship: victims and offenders were
cohabiting spouses 43.8% of the time,
cohabiting partners 6.3% of the time, but
were non-domestic family members or
friends in 50% of the cases in this sample
and that 7 of 16 (43.8%) homicides occurred
during the course of a conflict or argument,
five cases (31.3%) were unclear what
precipitated the murder, and in four cases no
conflict preceded the murder (25%).
Research Questions

Ferguson’s (2014) studied 115 known
staged cases that contained 188 offenders
and 138 victims. The results of this study
revealed single-offender and single-victim
involvement in most cases, most offenders
were male and most victims were female.
Interestingly, 26.1% of these cases involved
preceding victim-offender conflict and that
in 98.3% of these cases the victim and
offender had a prior relationship of which
72.2% were intimate partners and/or
cohabiting family members of the victims.
Ferguson and Petherick (2014) published a
descriptive study, Getting Away With
Murder: An Examination of Detected
Homicides Staged as Suicides that reported
their results of their 16 homicides staged as
suicides sample. Results included the most

Ferguson (2015) suggested an empirically
derived ‘how-to’ checklist for identifying
red flags in staged burglaries-homicides,
staged suicides, staged accidents, and staged
car accidents. Ferguson also found that
relevant information regarding preceding
victim-offender confrontation (i.e., conflict)
and the discovery of the victim’s body
underpinned these checklists. Ferguson
recommended determining if there was any
evidence that the victim and offender were
engaged in either a verbal or physical
confrontation prior to the murder of the
victim in relation to how the crime scene
presents. Secondly, Ferguson recommended
determining who discovered the victim’s
body and was the individual who discovered
the victim’s body justified by the nature of
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what business was being carried out at the
time of the discovery and was there anyone
who should have discovered the victim’s
body, but did not and if so, why did this
individual not discover the victim’s body.
Hazelwood & Napier (2004) suggested that
offenders verbally stage in many different
ways towards misdirecting the investigatory
process. Douglas and Munn (1992)
suggested that that the drives that influence
every day conduct are the same drives that
influence the offender during the acts of
murder and rape, which implies that those
who lie during the course of a murder
investigation are most likely liars outside the
scope of the murder investigation in their
daily lives as well (p.249). Schlesinger et al.
(2012) found that verbal staging was
prevalent in 17 of the 79 staged homicides
they studied and that verbal staging was the
most common form of staging in domestic
cases.
Ferguson (2011) found that firearms were
the most commonly used weapons in staged
cases, that most staging offenders were male
and that most victims were female. Eke
(2011), Ferguson (2011), and Schlesinger et
al. (2012) found that victim-offender
relationship played a role in crime scene
staging in that most victims and offenders
has some association prior to the murder of
the victim. Therefore, the discussion of these
findings will address the following research
questions:
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1. What is the frequency of victimoffender conflict preceding the
murder of the victim?
2. What is the frequency of the offender
having been the last person to see the
victim alive?
3. What is the frequency of the offender
having been the first person to
discover the victim’s body or report
the victim missing?
4. What is the frequency of offender-tolaw enforcement verbal staging?
5. What is the frequency of offender-tofriends/family verbal staging?
6. What is the frequency of victims
killed with firearms compared to
other weapons?
7. What is the frequency of the murder
scene being familiar to the victim,
offender, or both?
8. Do the results of this study support
findings in studies of similar
research design?
Data Collection
The 18 cases in this purposive sample,
which contained 27 offenders and 19 victims
was drawn from a pool of adjudicated cases
from North Carolina having occurred
between 1987-2009 as an outcrop of the
author’s 2011 doctoral dissertation. This
study aimed to contribute to the knowledge
of
offender
characteristics,
victim
characteristics, and specifically regarding
preceding conflict between the victim and
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offender, the last known individual to
the victim alive, the discovery of
victim’s body, evidence of injury,
specifically verbal staging as part of
overall staged scene.
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Method
According to Leedy and Ormrod (2005)
descriptive quantitative research “involves
either identifying the characteristics of an
observed phenomenon or exploring possible
correlations among two or more phenomena”
(p. 179). Descriptive studies are nonexperimental studies that do not alter or
modify any aspect of the data, nor do
descriptive studies determine cause and
effect relationships. Descriptive studies can
be conducted using a survey, by observation,
using
correlative
research,
or
by
developmental design. The data gleaned
from these designs can be quantitatively
analyzed
using
statistical
analysis.
Descriptive research is most often seen in
society in polls, online surveys, used by
government agencies, and others to collect
vast amounts of information that can be
quickly analyzed and reported.
The purpose of research is to respond to a
problem, or rather, answer a research
question (Leedy & Ormrod, 2005). The
entire process is systematic beginning to end,
although levels of sophistication vary
between research designs and methodologies
significantly. Descriptive research is a type

of research categorized as quantitative
research that can be measured using one of
four scales of measurement: nominal,
ordinal, interval, and ratio (Leedy &
Ormrod, 2005, p. 25). The nominal level of
measurement differentiates one thing from
another, but the nominal level of
measurement is unrefined and restrictive
because it places the thing being measured it
into one, static category, such as male
criminal or female criminal. Thus, a group
of individuals can be categorized into male
or female criminal types and measured or
counted. The positive side of nominal data is
that it helps to categorize large amounts of
information into clearly defined groups
while avoiding crossover or blurred lines
between categories. Yet another negative
aspect of the use of nominal level of
measurement in a descriptive study is that
few statistical analyses are applicable. For
instance, mode is defined as the most
frequent number to occur in a set of data.
The mode can be useful when analyzing
crime related data because researchers are
often interested counting how many crimes,
individuals, etc. in a specific static category
occurred most often towards calculating
percentages for comparison and analysis.
Crime scene staging literature is sparse to
say the least. Empirical literature on crime
scene staging is even less resting on very
few empirical studies. However, to date,
several authors have utilized descriptive
analytical methods for studying crime scene
staging because the empirical data is barely
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scratching the surface as of yet. For example,
Turvey (2000) collected 25 cases from
Westlaw’s database (p. 265). Although
Turvey did not state a problem or a research
question, applying the nominal level of
measurement to his data, Turvey reported
his findings from this purposive sample
using descriptive statistics (i.e., frequencies).
Turvey reported the frequencies or modes
for each category then interpreted results
based on a numerous other sources of
information. Despite the choice of
descriptive research design and level of
measurement, Turvey’s study significantly
contributed to the empirical literature on
crime scene staging published to date.
In another example, Geberth (2010)
conducted a descriptive study to answer the
research question: How many crime scene
stagers posed victims in sexual positions?
Using a survey study design, 46 homicide
investigators contributed information about
44,451 homicides of which 428 involved
sexual posed victims or less than 1%
(Geberth, 2010, p. 8). Despite the fact that
survey research is often viewed by the
scholarly community as lower-level
quantitative research because of its overuse
in daily life, it is arguable that Geberth’s
contribution to the literature on crime scene
staging was profound regardless due in part
to the large sample size and secondly
because the results directly map back to the
statement of the problem, the research
question, and the answer to the research
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question, which provided a baseline to move
forward from, from here.
Ferguson (2011, 2014, 2014b) and
Schlesinger et al. (2012) also conducted
frequency research using descriptive
analysis. Due to the fact that there is still no
proven sophisticated research design for
which is commonly used to study crime
scene staging with proven and replicated
success, the author as well analyzed the data
in this sample using descriptive analysis
towards contributing to the descriptive
literature pool about what is known about
crime scene stagers.
The author manually analyzed the data in
this sample towards establishing broad
trends among the variables. The cases were
categorized by component derived from the
stated research questions and were as
follows:
1. Victim-Offender Relationship
2. Victim-Offender Conflict
3. Victim Last Seen Alive
4. Discovery of Victim’s Body
5. Verbal Staging (i.e., Fish Tales) to
Investigators
6. Verbal Staging (i.e., Prescriptive
Stories) to Friends and Family
7. Cause of Death
8. Murder Scene Location
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Results
This sample contained 27 offenders and 19
victims: 25 male offenders, two female
offenders, eight male victims, and 11 female
victims. Male offenders ranged in age
between 18 to 59 years old, one female
offender was between the ages of 18-21
years old, and one female offender was
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between 42-45 years old and victims ranged
between the ages of 18-74 years old. Further,
22 offenders were single, one offender was
divorced, and four offenders were married.
Table 1 summarizes the results of this study
in relation to the statement of the problem
and in relation to the stated research
questions.

Table 1.

Victim-Offender Relationship, Conflict, Verbal Staging, and Murder
Characteristics
n
%
Victim-Offender Relationship
Intimate Partner
6
22.2
Spouse
3
11.1
Child
3
11.1
Acquaintance
3
11.1
Employee
1
3.7
Neighbor
2
7.5
Stranger
9
33.3
27
100
Victim-Offender Conflict
Conflict preceding murder
18
66.6
No conflict preceding murder
9
33.4
27
100
Victim Last Seen Alive
Victim last seen alive with offender
14
51.8
Victim not last seen alive with offender
13
48.2
27
100
Discovery of Victim’s Body
Victim's body discovered by offender
3
11.1
Victim's body not discovered by offender
24
88.9
27
100
Verbal Staging (i.e., Fish Tales) to Investigators
Lied to investigators; story given was unbelievable
15
55.5
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Lied to investigators; story given was believable

Verbal Staging (i.e., Prescriptive Stories)
to Friends and Family
Gave prescriptive stories to friends and family
Did not give prescriptive stories to friends and family
Did not talk to friends or family

Victim’s Cause of Death
Blunt Force Trauma
Gunshot Wound
Asphyxiation
Stabbing

Murder Scene Location
Victim's Environment
Offender's Environment
Victim-Offender Common Environment
Neither Victim or Offender's Environment

Pursuant to victim-offender relationship,
66.7% or 18 offenders in this sample had a
previous relationship with the victim in that
22.2% or six offenders were the intimate
partners of their victims, 11.1% or three
offenders were the spouses of their victims,
11.1% or three offenders were the children
of their victims, 11.1% or three offenders
were acquaintances of their victims, 7.5% or
two offenders were neighbors of their
victims, and 3.7% or one offender was the
employee of the victim. In contrast, 33.3%

12
27

44.5
100

14
8
5
27

51.8
29.6
18.6
100

4
14
1
0
19

21
73.7
5.3
0
100

3
3
10
3
19

15.8
15.8
52.6
15.8
100

or nine offenders were strangers to their
victims. In this sample the author found that
66.6% or 18 offenders were in conflict with
the victim prior to the victim’s murder or
had some type of confrontation preceding
the murder of the victim compared to nine or
33.4% of the offenders who were not in
conflict with their victims prior to the
murder of the victim. Obviously, the
offender is always the last person to see the
victim alive in all murder cases except for
possibly those where an offender leaves the
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victim for dead, but the injured victim
survives and is rescued or the like, however,
in this sample the offender was the last
person reportedly to have been seen or to
have seen the victim alive 51.8% (i.e., 14
offenders) of the time, but 13 offenders or
48.2% were not the last individuals to
reportedly haven been seen with the victims
or to have seen the victims alive prior to
their deaths. Pursuant to discovery of the
victims’ bodies, three offenders or 11.1%
discovered the bodies of their victims in two
cases compared to the 24 offenders who did
not discover their victims’ bodies in the
remaining 17 cases in this sample. Further,
although all 27 offenders lied or verbally
staged in this sample, 55.5% or 15 of the
offenders told far-fetched, “Fish Tales” or
far-fetched, unrealistic, hard-to-believe lies
about the victim and/or the victim’s
whereabouts to investigators, while 12
offenders or 44.5% lied to investigators, but
did not tell far-fetched, unrealistic, hard-tobelieve stories about the victim and/or the
victim’s whereabouts. Additionally, 14
offenders or 51.7% told “Prescriptive Stories”
or stories grounded by information
idiosyncratic to the victim him or herself
specifically designed for friends and family
of the victim, offender, or the victim and
offender about the whereabouts of the victim
compared to eight offenders or 29.6% who
did not tell “Prescriptive Stories” about the
victim to friends and family, while five
offenders or 18.6% did to speak to friends
and/or family of the victims at all. Further,
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four victims or 21% died of injuries
sustained from blunt force trauma, 14
victims or 73.7% died of injuries sustained
from one or more gunshot wounds, one
victim or 5.3% died of asphyxiation, and no
victims were stabbed to death in this sample.
Additionally, three victims or 15.8% were
murdered in their environments, three
victims or 15.8% were murdered in their
offender’s environment, however, 10
victims or 52.6% were murdered in the
common environment of both the victim and
offender compared to three victims or 15.8%
who were murdered in a location that did not
belong to neither the victims or offenders.
Discussion
The results of this study are in support fully
or in part of some findings in studies
conducted using similar research design,
such as in Eke’s (2007), Ferguson’s (2011,
2014), Ferguson and Petherick’s (2014),
Pettler’s (2011), Schlesinger et al.’s (2012),
and Turvey’s (2000) descriptive studies. In
this sample, 21 offenders (66.7%) were
associated to the victim prior to the victim’s
death. Eke (2007) Ferguson (2011), and
Pettler (2011) argued that crime scene
staging appears to be influenced or be a
function of the victim-offender relationship.
Findings in this current study support Eke’s,
Ferguson’s, and the author’s previous
arguments. Also in relation to victimoffender relationship, Eke (2007) Ferguson
(2011), Pettler (2011), and Schlesinger
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(2012) found that intimate partners, such as
boyfriends, girlfriends, spouses or exspouses staged were more likely to stage
crime scenes as seen in the results of this
study, which revealed that 33.3% or nine
offenders were the current or former
intimate partners of their victims.
Ferguson and Petherick (2014) argued that
investigators should assess whether or not
evidence of confrontation exists in a case
and if so, is the crime scene consistent with
the type of confrontation evidenced therein.
The results of this study supported Ferguson
and Petherick’s argument in that 66.6% or
18 offenders were found to have been in
conflict or where evidence of a
confrontation either verbal or physical was
present prior to the death of the victim. With
regard to this sample specifically, the broad
definition used to define staging in Pettler’s
(2011) study yields to the fact that cases
included herein contained behaviors defined
as precautionary by some other authors in
other published literature. Thus, this is to
account for the nine or 33.3% of the
offenders who were strangers to their
victims prior to the murders, six of whom
abducted and killed their victims, two of
whom killed their victim and set the crime
scene on fire, and one who was hired and
paid to kill a victim in three cases
respectively whereas no evidence of prior
conflict between these victims and these
offenders was found in these cases.
Interestingly, 14 offenders or 51.8% either
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self-reported or were reported to have been
the last ones seen with their victims
compared to the 13 offenders or 48.2% who
were not the last individuals to see the
victim alive. Of the 13 offenders who were
not the last individuals to see the victims
alive, nine of offenders were strangers to the
victims no one reported seeing the other four
with the victim prior to the murder of the
victim.
Ferguson (2014b) argued as well that
another preliminary inquiry investigators
should assess is that related to discovery of
the victim’s body. The results of this study
revealed that three offenders or 11.1%
discovered the bodies of their victims in two
cases compared to the 24 offenders who did
not discover their victims’ bodies in this
sample. While these findings might be in
contrast to some of the most recent findings
about victim-body-discovery, it is arguable
that it is specifically related again to the
types of cases included in the original
sample of 18 cases rather than a reflection of
the likelihood or the unlikelihood that victim
discovery is a key piece of the phenomenon
of crime scene staging. Like contrasting
results of other recent studies, results of this
nature should be taken in light of the sample
analyzed and types of cases included in the
sample pursuant to the ability of the
application of findings of small sample sizes
to the broad target population.
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Hazelwood and Napier (2004) argued that
offenders might verbally stage when having
killed a victim and disposed of the victim’s
body by contacting law enforcement to
report the victim missing. Further,
Hazelwood and Napier argued that in
addition to the type of verbal staging related
to missing persons, offenders might also
verbally stage many other aspects of their
crimes as well. All 27 offenders verbally
staged their crimes in this sample. Of the 15
offenders or 55.5% who lied to investigators,
the author would opine that further inquiry
is warranted in a subsequent descriptive
study that specifically address the types of
lies perpetrated by these offenders. Secondly,
in relation to the what the author calls “Fish
Tales” and “Prescriptive Stories”, 13
offenders told both Fish Tales and
Prescriptive Stories to both investigators and
friends/family of the victim, offender, or
both the victim and offender in this sample.
However, of the nine offenders who were
strangers to their victims prior to the
murders, none of them lied to family and
friends about their general whereabouts at
the time of the victim’s murder, six of them
did not give information about their
whereabouts at the time of the victims’
murders, and one of them did not give any
information
to
anyone
about
his
whereabouts or the whereabouts of the
victim at the time of the victim’s murder.
Ferguson (2011, 2014a) and Ferguson and
Petherick (2014) found that firearms were
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the most commonly used weapons in staged
homicide cases. The results of this study
supported these authors’ finding in that
73.7% of the victims in this study died from
injuries sustained from at least one or more
gunshot wounds. Secondly, according to
Spitz, “Blunt force is probably the single
most common type of trauma” (p.460). Thus,
analysis of this sample revealed that 21%
died of injuries sustained from blunt force
trauma indicative that blunt force injuries
are the second most common injuries
sustained by victims in staged homicide
cases. The results of this study (e.g.,
asphyxiation death of one victim) also
rendered modest support for findings in
Ferguson’s (2014b) study in 14% died of
strangulation (i.e., asphyxiation), but this
study’s results of no victims having been
stabbed to death were in contrast to
Ferguson’s findings where 7.0% of the
victims in her 115 case sample died of sharp
force injuries.
With regard to murder scene location, the
results of this study indicate that further
inquiry is necessary because like findings in
recent studies, results of this study
demonstrated that victims are most often
killed in and environment that is familiar to
either the victim, offender or to the victim
and offender as seen in 16 or 84.2% of these
18 cases. The three victims or 15.8% who
were murdered in locations unfamiliar to the
offenders were abducted and driven to rural,
wooded, deserted locations where they were
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shot and killed by the offenders in these two
cases.
Conclusion
This study yielded results that supported
several of Eke’s (2007), Ferguson’s (2011,
2014), Ferguson and Petherick (2014),
Pettler’s (2011), Schlesinger et al.’s (2012),
and Turvey’s (2000) findings along with
observations and interpretations suggested
by numerous authors as discussed by Pettler
(2015) the historical references of crime
scene staging literature (Chisum & Turvey,
2007, 2011; Douglas & Douglas, 2006;
Douglas and Munn, 1992; Geberth, 1996,
1996a, 2006; Hazelwood & Napier, 2004)
were supported.
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The results of this study imply that further
research is necessary with regard to verbal
staging and murder scene location
specifically. The results of this study
supported in full or in part several of the
findings in recent studies on crime scene
staging when using similar research design.
Although descriptive analysis is limited in
scope to only separating information in
static categories, the significance of these
findings even in its smallest measure is
relevant to the study of crime scene staging
in relation to the current research being
undertaking by the criminal justice
community.
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‘HAUNTED’ BOOK TURNED COLD
CASE HOT
By Kevin Halpern
Harlan Daily Enterprise
Reprinted with permission from ‘Haunted’
Book Turned Cold Case Hot, published on
January 20, 2015, in the Harlan Daily
Enterprise. (Permission granted by: Debbie
Caldwell, Regional Editor, Civitas Media,
LLC)
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“Harlan County Haunts,” for the most part it
has largely gone unnoticed, lost in memory
as time and people fade. The woman’s
identity may forever remain a mystery. Or,
another advance which did not exist in 1969,
DNA testing, may solve it, perhaps
sometime this year. Her remains were
recently exhumed from a cemetery in
Harlan. Bones have been sent to a lab in
Texas, which does DNA testing for NamUs,
a branch of the U.S. Department of Justice
which maintains databases of information on

About a month before what was perhaps the
greatest achievement in the history of
mankind, a young woman’s body was found
just off the Little Shepherd Trail along Pine
Mountain. To this day the identity of that
person, whose body was found in June 1969,
remains a mystery. Authorities believe she
was murdered and left there two to four
weeks before she was found. In July of that
year, a man walked on the moon for the first
time, marking one of history’s defining
technological moments. Yet, many of the
advances which are taken for granted today
did not exist then. In 1969 there were no
personal computers. No cell phones. No
Internet. Today there are hundreds of TV
channels. In 1969 there were only three TV
networks. Today, if a person goes missing,
there’s a good chance the information will
be on Facebook, a local TV station or on one
of the cable news channels within hours. In
1969 it may have taken days or even weeks

missing and unidentified persons. Todd
Matthews, who is the director of
communications and case management for
NamUs, says if local author Darla Jackson
had not written the book “Harlan County
Haunts” it is likely the new effort to identify
the person would not have happened. “The
book by Darla is what brought the case to
my attention years ago,” Matthews said.
“Iinterviewed her on a radio show I was
doing at that time.” Matthews’ radio show
was called “Missing Pieces” and Jackson
was the featured guest on Episode 94 which
aired in 2008. During the program
Matthews, who said he had been to Harlan
County before, told Jackson he was not
aware there was a “Jane Doe” case here until
reading her book. “Well, nobody else knew
it, is one of the problems,” Matthews told
Jackson during the program. “I actually saw
a newspaper article that featured you and
6/20/2015
Harlan
Daily
Enterprise

to spread the news outside of one small area.
While the story of the unidentified girl has
garnered some interest over the years, due
mostly to the printing of a book called

http://harlandaily.com/article/20150120/new
s/301209924/&template=printthis
2/2
Link:http://harlandaily.com/article/2015012
0/news/301209924/ © 2014 Civitas Media,
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All rights reserved your book, ‘Harlan
County Haunts’ and that’s what did this,
that’s what changed everything. That book
and that newspaper article brought this to
the attention of a lot of people. I actually
saw the article posted … I didn’t know you
had a Jane Doe and I contacted the medical
examiner, Dr. Emily Craig, anthropologist
for the state, you know they didn’t know,
this has not been fully reported. This was
before the current State Medical Examiner
system was in place and basically it’s

CODIS to a missing person we do not know
about. Other agencies can submit family
reference samples into CODIS. It could hit
to a case with family reference samples in
CODIS in which we are not yet aware.
“Three, we wait – and hope that someone
will come forward and make a missing
persons report or submit a sample of a
missing person not yet reported to any
agency. We still need to remind families to
make certain your missing loved one is in
NamUs. If it’s not in NamUs we might not

outside the jurisdiction…” Matthews said
the Pine Mountain case predated the state
medical examiner’s office, so they were not
aware of the case automatically. “I don’t
think she was forgotten, but maybe folks just
thought that records had been transferred by
an earlier coroner. (Current Harlan County
Coroner Phillip) Bianchi inherited the case
from several former coroners. I can easily
see that he could assume that someone had
already alerted state officials.” She was
found stabbed to death about 50 yards off
the Little Shepherd Trail by a man picking
flowers. Nevertheless, the case remains open
and the current lead investigator is Det. Josh
Howard. Matthews is hopeful DNA testing
will lead to an identity of the woman and
possibly the solving of the crime. One of
three things will happen, Matthews says:
“One, DNA from remains will match in
direct comparison to one of the missing
persons FRS (family reference) samples

be aware of your situation.” Matthews said
he is hopeful the bones samples collected at
the recent exhumation will provide DNA
samples. “We managed to get her into
NamUs, and now potentially we can make
an ID with the free resources provided. And
I’m hopeful that KSP will be able to develop
an active homicide investigation.”

already in the system. The NamUs system is
capable of flagging cases with similar
biometric, chronological and geographic
similarities. “Two, we might get a cold hit in
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